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The maximum likelihood estimation in a regression model with heteroscedastic
errors is considered. When the design matrices in the model are inappropriately
specified, the maximum likelihood estimates of the variances of certain observations
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1. INTRODUCTION
The study of the estimation in parametric regression models with
additive and heteroscedastic errors was launched decades ago. Their
induced problems have been constantly of interest in areas such as
econometrics [10, Chapter 11] and have been further stimulated by
investigations of the Taguchi [19] type in which the importance of
variability control in quality improvement is demonstrated. This new
development in quality engineering has aroused the interest of statisticians
in the in-depth study of the dispersion effects of these models; see [25,
1113, 20].
Let z be an observable response, and let x and y be two design (column)
vectors associated with z. A (parametric) heteroscedastic regression model
for z is expressible as
z= g(x$;)+h(y$#) =,
where g( } ) and h( } ) are known smooth real-valued functions (x$ means the
transpose of x), = is a standardized error, and ; and # are unknown
parameter vectors. As a generalization, Smyth [18] considered a
generalized linear model with varying dispersion. A common choice of g( } )
is the identity function and in some research works, the variance h2( y$#) of
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z is assumed to be proportional to a known function of the mean g(x$;).
Rutemiller and Bowers [17] considered the case where g( } ) and h( } ) are
both identity functions. Hildreth and Houck [9], in their study of random
coefficients linear models, deduced heteroscedastic models with g( } ) the
identity function and h( } ) the square root function. And yet the most
popular choice of h( } ) is the exponential function [1, 5, 7, 8, 14, 16, 20].
In this paper the method of maximum likelihood estimation is adopted
for parameter estimation of the models above due to its great generality
and appealing properties. The function h( } ) is chosen to be the exponential
function, and y may or may not contain a constant term. We take g( } ) to
be a strictly increasing function from the real line, R, onto R (thus the
inverse function g&1( } ) exists). Also there may be assumptions on the
smoothness of g( } ) so as to guarantee that certain asymptotic properties of
the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) hold, though these assumptions
are not essential in our subsequent arguments. The error = is assumed to
follow the standard normal distribution.
There are various kinds of non-regularity problems in association with
the maximum likelihood estimation. Cheng and Traylor [6] gave a good
review on the problems where non-regularity is an inherent characteristic
of the model, often causing the likelihood to become unbounded. Non-
identifiability is another example; this arises due to improper choice of the
values of design variables. Here we consider a degeneracy problem which
is caused by designs under which the maximum likelihood estimates of the
variances of certain variables become zero no matter what the observed
values are. The problem is usually, but not always, accompanied by the
unbounded likelihood problem.
From now on, let zi , i=1, ..., n, be independent univariate observations
on z. The distribution of zi depends on two covariate (row) vectors Xi and
Yi of dimensions p and m, respectively, as
zi= g(Xi;)+exp(Yi#2) =i for i=1, ..., n, (1)
where =i , i=1, ..., n, are independent and identically distributed as the
standard normal distribution. The variance of zi given Xi and Yi , denoted
by _2i , is exp(Yi#). The model in (1) has two design matrices X#
(X$1 , ..., X$n)$ and Y#(Y$1 , ..., Y$n)$ of dimensions n_p and n_m, respec-
tively. Write z=(z1 , ..., zn)$. In order to have the parameters ; and # iden-
tifiable, we assume that both X and Y are of full column rank, and that
np+m, which is the total number of unknown parameters. If Y is simply
an n_1 matrix of 1$s (which will also be denoted by 1), the model in (1)
reduces to a regression with homoscedastic error.
In previous works, g( } ) in (1) is usually assumed to be the identity func-
tion, and Y possesses a column of 1$s. Park [16] considered the case in
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which m=2. The model in (1) for general m has been investigated by
Harvey [8] and Aitkin [1], who also provided GLIM macros for maxi-
mum likelihood estimations. Wang [20] and Chan et al. [5] made use of
the model to analyze data from Taguchi’s experiments.
Write the kernel of the negative log likelihood of (1) as
L(;, #; z)=1$Y#+: [zi& g(Xi ;)]2 exp(&Yi#).
Given the observed z, the MLE of the parameter (;, #) is the parameter
value that minimizes L(;, #; z). Denote the infimum of L(;, #; z) with
respect to ; and # by M(z).
Example 1. Suppose that six runs are conducted under model (1) with
designs
and
X$=_11
1
&1
1
1
1
&1
1
1
1
&1&
1 1 1 1 1 1
Y$=_1 1 0 0 &1 &1& .1 0 &1 &1 0 1
For any z1 , ..., z6 , choose ; and # to satisfy X5;=g&1(z5) and X6;=
g&1(z6), and choose #=t[&1 2 &1]$ for a positive constant t. Then
L(;, #; z)=(z1& g(X1 ;))2+(z2& g(X2;))2 exp(&t)+(z3& g(X3 ;))2
+(z4& g(X4 ;))2&6t.
Clearly M(z)=& by letting t diverge to . In this case, _25 is
approximately estimated by exp(Y5#), which is equal to exp(&3t), and
_26 is approximately estimated by exp(Y6 #)=exp(&4t). Both estimates of
the variances tend to zero as t diverges to  and are independent of the
observations. Thus, standard inference for MLE fails. Also, the estimate
is not unique; L(;, #; z) also diverges to & when ; and # are such that
X1;= g&1(z1) and X2 ;= g&1(z2), and #=t[&1 &2 &1]$, where t
diverges to . The degeneracy can be avoided in the design stage by setting
X$=_11
1
1
1
1
1
&1
1
&1
1
&1& ,
which disallows, with probability one, the existence of the ; estimate
above. If the six runs have already been conducted, a remedy for the
problem is to perform an additional run at the Y covariate Y7=(1 0 0).
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Example 1 demonstrates a serious estimation problem for model (1). It is
not easy to discover degeneracy by visual inspection of the design matrices
X and Y. This also shows that the problem can be easily removed in the
design stage of the experiment when the problem is detected. A formal
definition of degeneracy is stated as follows:
Definition 1. Model (1) or its design pair (X, Y ) is said to be
degenerate if for any observation z, there exist two sequences [;k] and [#k]
of vectors such that (i) limk   L(;k , #k ; z)=M(z) (#min(;, #) L(;, #; z))
and (ii) limk   Yi #k=& for at least one i.
Definition 2. A design pair (X, Y ) is said to have unbounded likelihood
if M(z)=& for all z.
It is easy to show that unbounded likelihood pairs are degenerate, but
the converse is not necessarily true (see Section 2.2). Since the standard
MLE inference fails in a degenerate model, the detection of degeneracy
becomes essential in the design stage of an experiment. In what follows, the
main results about characterizations of degeneracy are presented in
Section 2. We state necessary and sufficient conditions for degeneracy for
the case 1$Y{0. In the less common situation 1$Y=0 (which implies that
there is no constant term in the Y design matrix), only partial results are
available. The proofs of the theorems in Section 2 are given in Section 3.
Discussions are made in Section 4.
2. MAIN RESULTS
2.1. Degeneracy for the Case 1$Y{0
Theorem 1. For model (1) with 1$Y{0, the following three conditions
are equivalent:
(A1) the model is degenerate;
(A2) the design has unbounded likelihood (i.e., M(z)=& for all z);
(A3) there exists an m_1 vector b such that 1$Yb<0 and [Xi : for i
such that Yib<0] is a set of linearly independent row vectors.
If m2, (A4) is equivalent to any of (A1), (A2), and (A3), where
(A4) Let K=(Kij) be any fixed n_m matrix which is obtained by
post-multiplying Y by a nonsingular square matrix such that the 1st com-
ponent (1$K)1<0 and the ith component (1$K) i=0 for i{1. There exists a
set of indices [i1 , ..., im&1][1, ..., n] such that the (m&1) equations
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Kik 1+
m
j=2 Kik j tj=0, k=1, ..., m&1, have a unique solution (t2 , ..., tm)=
(c2 , ..., cm), and the set [Xi : for i such that Ki1+mj=2 K ijcj<0] (which is
necessarily nonempty) of row vectors is linearly independent.
Remarks. (1) The case 1$Y{0 occurs in many applications, in
particular where Y contains a column of 1$s.
(2) For a degenerate model (1) with 1$Y{0, the index set
[i: Yi b<0] for the b in Condition (A3) is just [i: limk   Yi#k=&] in
(ii) of Definition 1 (as seen from the proof of the theorem).
(3) A model (1) with m=1 and 1$Y{0 is degenerate if either
[Xi : for i such that Yi1<0] or [Xi : for i such that Yi1>0] is a linearly
independent set.
(4) If m=2 and Ki1<0 for all i, the model is degenerate if, and only
if, either [Xi : for i such that Ki20] or [Xi : for i such that Ki20] is
linearly independent. The necessity part is obvious since when c2>0(<0),
[Xi : for i such that Ki1+K i2c2<0]$[Xi : for i such that Ki20(0)].
The sufficiency follows from choosing i1 such that Ki1 2 {0 and Ki1 1K i1 2
() Ki1 K i2 for all i with Ki2 {0 (i1 exists as the assumption that Y has
full column rank guarantees that the second column is nonzero). We have
then [Xi : for i such that Ki1+Ki2c2<0]=[Xi : for i such that Ki20
(0)].
(5) The matrix K in (A4) can be obtained from Y by performing a
finite number of column operations on Y.
Although Condition (A4) is not as neat as Condition (A3), it is par-
ticularly suitable for detecting degeneracy numerically, as demonstrated
below.
Example 1 (Revisited). For the design Y in Example 1, a corresponding
K matrix as considered in (A4) is
&1 &1 &1 &1 &1 &1
K$=_ 1 1 0 0 &1 &1& .1 0 &1 &1 0 1
As the third and the fourth rows of K are identical, we need only to
consider all subsets of size 2 from [1, 2, 3, 5, 6] in the determination of the
(c2 , c3)’s. Table I lists all cases.
By Theorem 1, the model is degenerate if, and only if, at least one of the
following sets is independent:
[X1 , X2], [X2 , X3 , X4], [X3 , X4 , X5], [X5 , X6]. (2)
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TABLE I
(c2 , c3) and the Corresponding Rows of X
Subset of size 2 (c2 , c3) [Xi : Ki1+6j=2 Kij cj<0]
1, 2 (0, 1) [X3 , X4 , X5 , X6]
1, 3 (2, &1) [X5 , X6]
1, 5 (&1, 2) [X2 , X3 , X4]
1, 6 (0, 1) [X2 , X3 , X4 , X5]
2, 3 (1, &1) [X1 , X5 , X6]
2, 5 No solution
2, 6 (1, 2) [X3 , X4 , X5]
3, 5 (&1, &1) [X1 , X2 , X6]
3, 6 (&2, &1) [X1 , X2]
5, 6 (&1, 0) [X1 , X2 , X3 , X4]
Note that we need not check the independence of all sets (e.g., [X3 , X4 ,
X5 , X6]) in the third column of Table I as the independence of each
ignored set implies the independence of at least one of the sets in (2). After
inspecting the sets in (2), it is easy to see why the model (with the given
Y) is degenerate if
X$=_11
1
&1
1
1
1
&1
1
1
1
&1& ,
and why it is not if
X$=_11
1
1
1
1
1
&1
1
&1
1
&1& .
Also recall that an additional run with Y7=(1 0 0) helps in removing
degeneracy. This is because the new K is
&1 &1 &1 &1 &1 &1 &1
K$=_ 1 1 0 0 &1 &1 0& ,1 0 &1 &1 0 1 0
and that K71+K72c2+K73c3<0 for all c2 and c3 implies that X7 has to be
added to all four sets in (2).
If Condition (A4) is used to detect degeneracy, we have to solve nCm&1
systems of (m&1) equations. Each system produces at most one (c2 , ..., cm)
(we ignore systems that give no solution or more than one solution). Sup-
pose p and m are held fixed, while n tends to . Solving a system of
(m&1) equations needs O(1) time. Checking for signs of Ki1+mj=2 Kijc j
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for i=1, ..., n requires O(n) time. Checking whether the selected rows of X
form an independent set of vectors requires O(1) time because if the
number of selected rows is larger than p, the answer must be negative.
Therefore, the overall time for detecting degeneracy using Condition (A4)
is O(nm) which is within a polynomial time.
All subsets of size (m&1) of [1, ..., n] can be ordered in a sequence so
that successive subsets differ only by one element [15, pp. 2638]. Solving
systems of equations selected in this order should be beneficial as the
computation of the solution in a system of equations would help solving
the subsequent system. Specifically, let U and V be two (m&1)_(m&1)
nonsingular matrices which differ only by their last rows. Write
V=_V11V21
V12
V22& ,
where V11 is (m&2)_(m&2), V12 is (m&2)_1, V21 is 1_(m&2), and
V22 is 1_1. Denote
U &1=_C11C21
C12
C22& and V &1=_
D11
D21
D12
D22 & ,
where both C22 and D22 are 1_1. If (V21C12+V22C22){0 and C22 {0,
then given V and U &1, V &1 can be computed as
D22 =\C22 ,
D12=\C12 ,
D11=L&\C12V21L,
and
D21=&\C22V21L,
where \=1(V21 C12+V22C22), and L=C11&C12C21 C22 .
2.2. Degeneracy for the Case 1$Y=0
Theorem 2. Model (1) with 1$Y=0 is degenerate with M(z)=0 for all
z if, and only if, there exists a nonzero vector b such that the set [Xi : for
i such that Yi b0] is linearly independent.
Theorem 3. Suppose that model (1) with 1$Y=0 is degenerate. Then
there exists a nonzero vector b such that the set [Xi : for i such that Yi b<0]
is linearly independent.
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The necessary condition in Theorem 3 is not a sufficient condition for
degeneracy as shown below.
Example 2. Suppose that n=2, and z1 tN(+, _2) and z2 tN(+, 1_2)
are independent normal variates. When expressed in the form of model (1),
the function g( } ) is the identity function, X=(1, 1)$ and Y=(1, &1)$. It is
easy to see from Theorem 2 that the model is degenerate. By choosing
+=z1 and _=0, L(;, #; z) attains its global minimum 0. Suppose one more
run is conducted with z3 tN(+, 1). Then X=(1, 1, 1)$ and Y=(1, &1, 0)$.
Theorem 2 shows that the model cannot be degenerate with M(z)=0.
However, by Theorem 3, it satisfies a necessary condition for degeneracy. If
it is degenerate, M(z) must be either (z3&z1)2 or (z3&z2)2. For z=(1, 2, 12)$,
the minimum of L(;, 0; z) is less than (z3&z1)2 and (z3&z2)2. Therefore,
at least for this z, the MLE of _ is not 0 or , contradicting our assump-
tion. Thus the model with one more run is not degenerate, and so the
necessary condition in Theorem 3 is not sufficient for degeneracy.
3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
3.1. Lemmas
Lemma 1. Let b1 , b2 , ..., br be s-dimensional row vectors, and q1 , q2 , ...
be a sequence of s-dimensional column vectors such that for each i (1ir),
limk   bi qk=‘i , where &‘i. Then there exist s-dimensional
column vectors c and v such that
(i) bi c=‘i and bi v=0 if ‘i is finite;
(ii) bi c>0 and bi v>0 if ‘i=; and
(iii) bi c<0 and bi v<0 if ‘i=&.
Proof. Part 1: Let ’ be a positive value larger than |‘i | for all finite
‘i . Denote by Rs the space of s-dimensional column vectors and define .(u)
to be the function from Rs to Rr such that for i=1, ..., r
.(u) i =bi u if |bi u|<’
=’ if bi u’
=&’ if bi u&’.
As .(Rs) is a closed subset in Rr, and .(qk) has a finite limit, there exists
a vector c in Rs such that .(c)=limk   .(qk). If ‘i is finite, then
.(c)=limk   .(qk)=‘i {\’ and thus b i c=‘ i . If ‘i=, then .(c)=
limk   .(qk)=’ implying that b i c’>0. Similarly, we have bi c
&’<0, if ‘i=&. These prove the existence of c in the lemma.
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Part 2: Let [wk] be a subsequence of [qk] such that if limk  
bi qk=\, the successive differences bi wk&bi wk&1 diverge to \ as k
tends to infinity. If ‘i is finite, bi (wk&wk&1) has zero limit. Applying Part 1
to the sequence [wk&wk&1], we prove the existence of v. K
Lemma 2. Suppose that for every z, there exist an m_1 vector c and a
p_1 vector * such that
(i) [i : Yi c<() 0]{,,
(ii) g&1(zi)=Xi * for all i # [i : Yi c<() 0], and
(iii) if zi= g(0) for all i and 1$Y{0, then 1$Yc<0.
Then there is a nonzero vector b such that the set [Xi : for i such that
Yi b<() 0] is nonempty and linearly independent. Moreover if 1$Y{0, we
have 1$Yb<0.
Proof. Write g&1(z)=(g&1(z1), ..., g&1(zn))$. For each non-empty sub-
set S of [1, ..., n], define 1(S)=[g&1(z): there is a vector c defined in the
Lemma such that [i : Yi c<() 0]=S]. As every g&1(z) must belong to
at least one 1(S), we have  1(S)=Rn. From (ii), 1(S)[g&1(z): there
exists a * such that Xi *= g&1(zi) for all i # S]. Therefore, 1(S) is a subset
of a subspace of dimension at most n. As the number of subsets S is finite
and  1(S)=Rn, there is at least one S, say S*, such that 1(S*)=Rn.
This implies that [g&1(z): there exists a * such that X i *= g&1(zi) for all
i # S*]=Rn, and thus [Xi : i # S*] is a set of linearly independent vectors.
For the special case where zi= g(0) for all i, let b be the corresponding
vector c as defined in the Lemma such that [i : Yi c<() 0]=S* (noting
that 0 # Rn=1(S*)). Then [Xi : for i such that Yi b<() 0] is nonempty
and independent. b cannot be a zero vector as [i : Yi b<() 0] must be
a proper subset of [1, ..., n] (since we assume that p<n). If 1$Y{0, from
(iii) we have 1$Yb<0, completing the proof. K
3.2. Proof of Theorem 1
For model (1) with 1$Y{0, it is obvious that Condition (A2) implies
(A1). To show that (A3) implies (A2), choose #k=kb, and select ; to
satisfy Xi ;= g&1(zi) for all i with Yi b<0 on noting that the existence of
; is guaranteed by Condition (A3). As limk   L(;, #k ; z)=&, we have
M(z)=& for all z. This also shows the validity of Remark (2) in
Section 2.1. The proof for (A1) implying (A3) requires the following.
Lemma 3. For a degenerate model (1) with 1$Y{0, for each z there exist
an m_1 vector c and a p_1 vector * such that (i) [i : Y i c<0]{,, and (ii)
g&1(z i)=X i * for all i such that Yi C<0.
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Proof. Since the model is degenerate, for any z there exist [;k] and
[#k] such that limk   L(;k , #k ; z)=M(z), and S=[i : limk   Yi #k=
&]{,. By choosing suitable subsequences of [;k] and [#k], we may,
without loss of generality, assume that all of the following limits exist
(which might be \):
lim
k  
Xi ;k , lim
k  
Yi #k , lim
k  
1$Y#k ,
lim
k  
exp(&Yi #k)(&1$Y#k), and lim
k  
Yi #k log( |1$Y#k | ).
By Lemma 1, there exists a vector * such that Xi *=limk   Xi ;k if
limk   Xi ;k is finite, Xi *>0 if limk   X i ;k=, and Xi *<0 if limk  
Xi ;k=&. Write S*=[i : limk   Yi #k=&, and limk   Xi ;k {
g&1(zi)].
Case 1: S*=,. From Lemma 1 with r=n and bi=Yi for all i, there
exists a vector c such that [i : Yi c<0]=S. As S*=,, for any i # S,
limk   Xi ;k= g&1(z i), and thus Xi *= g&1(zi).
Case 2: S*{,. As M(z) cannot be , we have
(i) limk   1$Y#k=& (since S*{,); and
(ii) if limk   exp(&Yi #k)(&1$Y#k)= (i.e., limk  [Yi #k+log
(&1$Y#k)]=&), then limk   Xi ;k= g&1(zi).
Define a sequence of (m+1)-dimensional vectors qk=#k log(&1$Y#k)
for k=1, 2, ..., and let bi=Yi for i=1, ..., n, and bn+1=1$Y. From
Lemma 1, there exists v such that bi v<0 if and only if limk   bi qk=&,
and bi v=0 if and only if limk   bi qk is finite. Since limk   bn+1qk=
&, 1$Yv<0. As a consequence, [i : Yi v<0]{,. If Yi v<0, then
limk   bi qk=&. It follows that limk   Yi #k log(&1$Y#k)=&.
Therefore, limk  [Yi #k+log(&1$Y#k)]=&. Using (ii), we have then
limk   Xi ;k= g&1(z i), and so we have g&1(zi)=Xi *. By setting c=v, the
result follows. K
If 1$Y{0 and zi= g(0) for all i, take *=0 and c be such that 1$Yc<0.
Clearly the conditions (using the ‘‘<’’ sign) in Lemma 2 for this special c
holds. When model (1) is degenerate, Lemma 3 guarantees the conditions
(using the ‘‘<’’ sign) in Lemma 2 for all other z. Applying Lemma 2, we
have (A1) implies (A3).
In order to prove the equivalence of (A3) and (A4) for the case m2
and 1$Y{0, let us write S[b]=[i : Yi b<0] for an m_1 vector b, and
B=[b: 1$Yb<0]. Thus Condition (A3) can be restated as follows:
(A3) There exists b # B such that [Xi : i # S[b]] is independent.
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To prove the equivalence, we need the following.
Lemma 4. For any b # B such that the set [1$Y] _ [Yi : Yi b=0] spans
a subspace of dimension r<m, there is a b* # B such that S[b*]S[b], and
[1$Y] _ [Yi : Yi b*=0] spans a subspace of dimension at least (r+1).
Proof. Since Y is of rank m, there is a vector Yj which is not a linear
combination of [1$Y] _ [Yi : Yi b=0]. So for any b and i with Yi b=0,
there is a vector b* such that 1$Yb*=1$Yb, Yj b*=0 and Yi b*=0. In case
that S[b*]S[b] does not hold, there is an integer k such that Ykb*<0
and Ykb>0. Write
==min
i
[&Yi bYi b* : (Yi b)(Yi b*)<0]
and let the minimum be attained at i=u. Clearly, (b+=b*) # B, and
(i) Yi b<0 implies that Yi (b+=b*)0;
(ii) Yi b=0 implies that Yi (b+=b*)=0; and
(iii) Yi b>0 implies that Yi (b+=b*)0.
Therefore, S[b+=b*]S[b], and obviously Yu(b+=b*)=0 and
Yub{0. To prove that [1$Y] _ [Yi : Y i (b+=b*)=0] spans a subspace of
dimension at least r+1, it suffices to show that Yu cannot be spanned by
[1$Y] _ [Yi : Yi b=0]. For otherwise, Yu=:1$Y+i : Yi b=0 ’i Yi . However,
since 1$Y(b+=b*)<0 and Yi (b+=b*)=0 whenever Yi b=0, we then have
:=0, which contradicts the fact that Yub{0. This completes the proof. K
From Lemma 4, (A3) is equivalent to
(A3*) There is a b # B such that [1$Y] _ [Yi : Yi b=0] spans a
subspace of dimension m and [Xi : i # S[b]] is linearly
independent.
(A3) is again equivalent to
(A3**) There is a unique (up to a positive factor) vector b in B
such that Yi b=0 for exactly (m&1) i ’s, and [Xi : i # S[b]]
is independent.
Also, Condition (A4) follows from (A3**) by observing that (i) K=YD for
a nonsingular matrix D with (1$K)1<0 and (1$K) i=0 for all i{1, (ii)
1$Yb<0 is equivalent to 1$K(D&1b)<0, that is, (D&1b)1>0, and (iii) we
can rescale b so that (D&1b)1=1 and thus b becomes unique as required
in (A4). That (A4) implies (A3**) follows by setting b=D(1, c2 , ..., cm)$.
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3.3. Proof of Theorem 2
Sufficiency: As the vector b{0, [i : Yi b<0]{,. Write #k=kb for
each positive integer k, and choose ; to satisfy Xi ;= g&1(zi) whenever
Yi b0. Then limk   L(;, #k ; z)=0, which is M(z). Moreover, limk  
Yi #k=& for i such that Yi b<0.
Necessity: For any given z, let U=[i : limk   Yi #k], which is
necessarily nonempty. Since M(z)=0, we have for all i # U, limk   Xi ;k
=g&1(zi). From Lemma 1, there exist c and * such that U=[i : Y i c0]
and Xi *= g&1(z i) for all i # U. The proof is complete by applying Lemma 2
(using the ‘‘’’ sign). K
3.4. Proof of Theorem
For any z with the corresponding #k in Definition 1, write S=
[i : limk   Yi #k=&], which is necessarily nonempty by the assump-
tion. For all i # S, we have limk   Xi ;k= g&1(zi), for otherwise,
M(z)=, rendering an impossible situation. By Lemma 1, there exist c
and * such that S=[i : Yi c<0] and for all i # S, Xi *= g&1(zi). The
theorem then follows from Lemma 2 (using the ‘‘<’’ sign).
4. DISCUSSION
Degeneracy in a heteroscedastic regression model (as in (1)) is a serious
problem in parameter estimation. Equivalent conditions for degeneracy are
given in Section 2 for the case 1$Y{0. These conditions should be checked
prior to the data collection stage, especially when the number of experi-
mental runs is small and the elements of the design matrices take discrete
values. Condition (A4) provides a simple and efficient algorithm for
numerical checking of degeneracy in polynomial time. Remarks (3) and (4)
in Section 2 simplify the condition in special situations.
If there is no tight restriction on the number of experimental runs, a
simple way to avoid degeneracy is to have replicates at each of the design
points. For example, if the second run is a replicate of the first run, the
estimate of _1 would not be zero provided that z1 {z2 .
Empirically the following phenomena in the iterative process of minimiz-
ing the function L(;, #; z) (of Section 1) indicate degeneracy.
(i) Certain residuals, zi& g(Xi ;k), are close to zero;
(ii) L(;k , #k ; z) diverges to & (if 1$Y{0); and
(iii) _^i tends to zero for some i.
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These phenomena usually occur simultaneously for the case 1$Y{0, and
their occurrence indicates a necessity for theoretical checking of degeneracy
by using the Theorems in Section 2. A preliminary attempt could be to
check Condition (A3) for b taking the value #k (normalized to have
norm 1) for a sufficiently large k.
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